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Faithlife Keeps Churches, Communities Connected 
During COVID-19 Through Free Access to Online 

Platforms 

Church Technology Company Provides Resources 
to Transition Online in Less than 24 Hours 

BELLINGHAM, Wash., March 25, 2020 - In recognition of the many churches, pastors,             
parents and students who will be quarantined at home for the foreseeable future,             
Faithlife, makers of Logos Bible Software, is providing a plethora of its premium online              
resources and packages at little or no cost for the next 60 days to encourage               
community connectedness and spiritual growth at the individual, family and church           
levels.  

“We must stay connected during this time of social distancing,” said Faithlife Founder             
and CEO Bob Pritchett. “To support the many churches and families who are doing their               
part to keep themselves and others as healthy as possible, we are making our              
resources for at-home church operations, education and entertainment readily available          
at an affordable price for everyone.” 

Faithlife has set up Faithlife.com/coronavirus with information about accessing the          
following resources at little to no charge for the next 60 days: 

● Faithlife Giving, Faithlife Proclaim and the newly released Faithlife Live Stream to            
help churches switch to a fully online format in less than 24 hours, 

● Faithlive TV and Faithlife Connect as well as a 24/7 helpline to assist pastors as               
they migrate to a digital landscape and answer any troubleshooting questions, 

● Logos and Faithlife TV to partner with parents schooling at home, and  
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● Faithlife’s digital theological library for at-home seminary students.  

“It is our prayer and hope that making these resources more readily available will bless               
the Church and help us stay connected,” said Pritchett. “To get through these difficult              
times, we must continue to come alongside our brothers and sisters in whatever ways              
we can to meet our physical, emotional and spiritual needs.”  

To learn more about Faithlife’s coronavirus resources, visit        
https://faithlife.com/coronavirus.  

About Faithlife 
Faithlife Corporation, based in Bellingham, Washington, has been using technology to           
equip the Church to grow in the light of the Bible for more than 25 years. Since 1992,                  
Faithlife has developed multiple tools including church presentation software, academic          
study resources, e-books, and Logos Bible Software. For more information, visit           
https://faithlife.com/about. 
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